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About This Game

Evolving the shooter genre with its unique and exhilarating combination of fluid action and combat, Damnation features huge,
open environments, frenetic combat, daredevil acrobatics and high-octane vehicle-based stunts. Presenting players with an
intense test of reflexes, quick thinking and rapid-fire conflict, Damnation will feature vast, breathtaking landscapes, each

covering miles of distance and thousands of vertical feet.
  Billed as a �shooter gone vertical� and visually inspired by iconic elements of American history, these massive streaming

landscapes will form the battlegrounds for a post-industrial conflict between humanity and an unstoppable arms dealer hell-bent
on total world domination.

Choose your own paths and navigate the world by performing daredevil feats on the edge of human ability

Intelligent enemies will give chase and engage players in frantic gun fights and attacks that can come from any direction

Miles of awe-inspiring landscapes and up to three hours of actual gameplay per level

A full-range of unique vehicles from wall-riding motorbikes to armour piercing mobile artillery provide high-octane
thrills

Extensive multiplayer options, including drop-in-drop-out co-op
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Title: Damnation
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Blue Omega Entertainment
Publisher:
Codemasters
Release Date: 22 May, 2009

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista . (if running Windows Vista SP1 is recommended)

Processor: 2.8 Ghz Pentium or AMD™ equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 7600 / Radeon X1300 or above

DirectX®: 9.0c

Hard Drive: 10 GB Hard Drive Space

Sound: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

Supported Controller: Microsoft X360 controller for Windows
Supported Hardware

ATI Radeon x1300, x1600, x1800, x1900, x1950, HD2400, HD2600, HD2900, HD3450, HD3470, HD3650, HD3850,
HD3870. HD4850, HD4870, HD4870X2

NVIDIA Geforce 7600, 7800, 7900, 7950, 8500, 8600, 8800, 9600, 9800, 9800GX2, GTX260, GTX280

Not compatible with all integrated sound/graphics solutions (inc.Laptops)

This product uses a copyright protection system. Please visit www.codemasters.com for further details.

English,French,German,Italian
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I expected a little bit more technical overview and motivation for beginning game designers\/developers.

First episode - Navigator

As I wrote at the beginning of the review it wasn't what i expected. It was a little bit too shallow for me I would expect a little bit
more of a in-depth documentary rather than "This is buggy, hmm, I know how to fix it!" and proceed to fix it without any
explanation or comment.

Even though 48 hours isn't that much I think they could make the episode longer than 30 minutes

The game itself seems to be pretty good though, the design feels a little bit more mobile orientated to me, but heck, what do i
know?

I'm curious what will the other episodes bring.. this game is garbage. I love Dwarf Fortress, so I had to check this game out.
Though as of this review the game CTDs
 unexpectedly at times, disabling vsync and setting faults to low seems to have extended my play time considerably. Saving at
this point is non-functional. The game runs beautifully, though I've heard reports of lag.
The controls (though still a bit lacking) feel intuitive. There are some forgivable but frustrating bugs at this early stage (Dwarves
getting stuck in place, combat crashing). I love everything about this game so far. I look forward to its growth.. Played it years
ago on my Xbox 360 and I wanted to revisit it on my Linux Box, sadly however it doesn't work that well under Steam Play due
to heavy performance issues. Can't recommend due to that reason but it's a solid game, granted you can get it working

I'd class this review as Informational but I can't do that. one of the best visual novels ive ever read (tho i do understand the flaws
of the game, and the acward to talk about storyline that starts the short stories) but once you get over your self and start to get in
the mindset of a impresionable person instead of you know yourself you can find the beautifull storylines and life trancendent
games put into this interactive vn and i highly recomend playing this game with a open mind and a slight understanding of you
can find some of the best jems in what others see as trash. 12 hours later (with about 8 hours of the game on pause while I was
at work), I finally smashed this thing over! Out of the 4 or so hours it did actually take me to complete, most of it was random
wandering due to not knowing what the ♥♥♥♥ to do or where the ♥♥♥♥ to go. Not much is explained on how to accomplish
certain goals and trial and error is a thing. Especially right at the end where a 'HINT' kept telling me to charge the radio with the
battery charger. I have no idea where this radio is still or how it even fit into the ending...unless it was some kind of alternate I
guess.

The game was easy enough. The main issues once you know what to do, is working out the random patterns of the robots. After
re-loading from death, I'd notice they would change to being almost on top of you in seconds. So it keeps you on your toes,
which works. The small area to work in wasn't at all difficult to negotiate even without the tablet, which I found to be more of a
hindrance than a help. Just had to follow the noises (once the sound was adjusted correctly...its super loud even on zero in-
game). Even once the multiple enemies appeared on the scene it wasn't that much harder to dodge them.

In the end, a solid game and worth the time. Even if a little short.. I was totaly bored in 10 minutes. Pacman may have beem
cutting edge entertainment in 1981, but things have moved on.. Simplistic time killer that's great for when my nieces and
nephews are over and want to play a game
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Very enjoyable time killer with a enjoyable story.. My four year old daughter loves this game.

It is a simply platformer type game that a young child can play. She quickly mastered the controls and managed to beat the
game.

After completing the game you have a free-play throughout all the areas, which she really likes - just running around and
exploring again. She enjoys changing the appearance of her fairy over and over.

I highly recommend this game for a little kid who likes Disney movies. This feels like a good starter game as well as a potential
gateway into gaming.. If you haven't played this game yet.
Play it.

Period.
Play it.
Favorite game since Skyrim.
Seriously.

Music. Environment (graphics). Creatures. Storyline.
Absolute "yes" in every department.

(I'd tell you more, but that would ruin the magic of discovery)
Also... When you're done with this one, don't forget to check out their "Sub Zero".
But play this first.. This game still needs a lot of improvements. First thing annoyed me was how buggy the gui and the menu
screen was. When I typed it would go crazy and glitch letters accross my screen. I ignored that and tried out the gameplay to see
if the gameplay would make up all of this but the game was very hard and pathetic. The teams were 4v1 with me the only person
on the team. There should be a team balance or something of that sort. When I quit the game I tried to quit the game but I could
not find any exit or quit button so I had to shut it down using the task manager. Overall this game is alright for a free game but
still needs improvments.. There's about a 1-in-20 chance that your jump will actually work every time you press the space bar.
Oh, and there's a parkour area. Just thought that I'd put that out there.. Quite fun! This is the only horror game I've played on the
Vive since it doesn't have jumpscares, and the puzzle element makes it great!. Probably one of the best VNs here on Steam, at
least one of the most unique for sure! I can recommend it for pretty much anyone who is into kinetic or visual novels because it
has all in one: story, characters, music and style.. Oh, boy what a blast from the past. Not really, updated graphics, new
soundtrack, and it's dirt cheep. This is one of the only puzzle games that I can say go buy it. Any rate this game was one of my
childhood favorites, and could still easily be on my top 20 games list. You are Chip, and as Initiation into a popular computer
club, you must survive a massive 144 levels of an obstacle course, all while dodging dagerous monsters and some traps.
Remeber the quickest way out is usually the way to death.
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